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Sending a dull, run of the mill resume
is definitely not one of them. The job
market has been tightening for years
in every sector.

Bored at Work? How to Get Excited at Your Job Again
Do you remember how happy you
were about your job when you first
acquired the position? In all likelihood,
some of that excitement probably
waned as your daily tasks became
just the same old routine. Nowadays,
it might even be a real challenge to
maintain your motivation at work.

Who would have thought that applying
for a job is as fun as being creative? In
this modern time, having your own
personal profile is not enough. Having
your profile or your resume in a creative
form is like marketing yourself even
more to potential clients or your dream
company.
In this issue, we are going to teach you
how to make your very own inforgraphic
resume and get your best shot at your
dream job. And while you’re at it, we
also covered how to not to get bored
and stressed at work and make it even
more fun.
Get ready to take notes and we’ll guide
you to your journey.
To your success,
Your Name Here.

Is Your Job Stressing You Out?
12 Ways to Decompress
As you’ve probably discovered, your
work can trigger all kinds of stress
reactions.From minor annoyances
to heart attacks, on-the-job stress is
a major cause of many mental and
physical ailments. Are you suffering
the consequences of workplace
stress?
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WHY AN

INFOGRAPHIC
RESUME

Is Your Best Shot at That
Dream Job
by: Efficient Web Writer

here are many ways
to stay ahead of
the queue when
applying for the dream
job.

T

Recruiters and HR
departments have
thousands of really great
resumes piling up on their
in-trays.

Sending a dull, run of the
mill resume is definitely
not one of them. The
job market has been
tightening for years in
every sector.

They have no time for
one more hopeful. Hiring
the right employee for a
particular job is a tough
business. It is up to you
to make it easier to get
hired, or you may as well
not bother trying.

Only those with creative,
attention grabbing
resumes will get that rare
and highly coveted face to
face interview.
Unfortunately, emailing a
flattering Word resume is
as good as any crap shot.

There are no niceties and
second chances when
it comes to getting the
dream job. Use a killer
resume, and you have one
foot in the door.

“Use a killer resume, and you
have one foot in
the door.”

THE RESUME IS ALL YOU GOT
There is no doubt that your resume
is the first chance recruiters have of
meeting you. Forget the interview.
This is where you make your first big
impression. Going through a resume is a
lot like speed dating.
Recruiters barely glance at them for
seconds before yours ends up in the
trash. To make matters worse, most
resumes look the same. You will be
shocked how many people are using
that fantastic template you pinned all

your hopes on.
The only way to stay clear of the herd is
to make your resume really stand out. It
has to be unforgettable, and stick to the
recruiters mind through lunch. This is not
about adding yet another achievement
or qualification to your already glowing
resume.
It is about using a proven tactic that few
job seekers know or bother to put any
effort into. This is where the infographic
resume comes to the rescue.

WHAT IS AN INFOGRAPHIC RESUME?
Complex and hard to digest information
can be made easy to understand through
the use of infographics. These are visual
representations of data or any other
information as images and text.
This makes it easier to grasp the essential
features of the information, and allow
quick interpretation and understanding.
An infographic resume uses a
combination of text and images to create
an arresting picture of all the details on

your resume. A recruiter needs just a
glance to get the whole picture.
This is exactly what resumes are for. They
are there to engage and sell your story as
fast as possible.
An infographic resume does just that, by
presenting an unforgettable picture of
your career, educational and personal
history. This gives better clarity and a
simpler way of understanding why you are
the right choice for that particular job.

Elements of an infographic resume
Infographic resumes use several
features that effectively represent your
qualifications, work experience, and
other achievements that make you the
perfect candidate.

Photo

These are:

Headline
This is used to summarize who you are
and what you stand for in one short
sentence. It tells the employer what to
expect, and should be interesting and
creative.

Timeline
Your resume is your life story, with
dates and durations of experiences and
achievements. The best way to present
this is through a timeline. Timelines are
easy to understand and make sense of.

Testimonials
These can be from your former
supervisors, workmates,
managers or clients. They can
be in the form of quotes from
individuals or press articles
that you have previously been
featured in. These make you look
more credible.

This gives a visual
description of you,
making it easy for
an employer to put
a face to your story.
Photos encourage
connections, and are
more memorable than
just a name. They elicit
emotional and long
lasting responses in
people.

Tag
Cloud

This is a type of visual that can be used to represent
skills, personality traits, and skill sets.

Statistics
Numbers are a great way to demonstrate
achievements and strengths, including years
of experience, number of clients handled, or
completed projects. They stand out and are hard
to miss.

Logos
Your experience working for
different companies can be
clearly illustrated by using
their logos on your infographic
resume.

Influence of Social Media
Cutthroat competition in the job market has
spawned innovative and aggressive ways of
getting an interview. Recruiters are also using new
techniques and platforms to search for the right
candidate.
The influence of social media on job recruitment is
growing very rapidly. It is an open secret that some
recruiters look through the Facebook posts of
potential candidates before hiring them.

LinkedIn in particular is the foremost professional
networking site in the world. A great profile and
resume on this site can work wonders when
looking for that dream job. It is for this reason that
LinkedIn introduced new tools to help you make
resumes more visually appealing.
This same principle applies to other countless
business networking sites, which facilitate
introductions and collaborations with other
professionals.

An infographic resume on
the hand tells a much more
interesting story.

Benefits of infographic
resumes
A well created infographic
resume has many things going
for it than any other type of
resume. Here are some of them:

Stand out from the crowd

Any social media guru will go to great lengths to
praise the importance of imagery on social media
networks. The human mind is attracted to photos
and other imagery.

The scramble to get hired
starts off as a beauty contest,
where the fairest resume gets
a second look. It is so easy to
gloss over a CV and move on
to the next one. Companies are
looking for the extraordinary, not
the qualified or experienced.

Plain text represents another reading chore to
be avoided where possible. The millions of text
resumes posted on LinkedIn have one thing in
common; look through several of them and you will This economy has far more than
be bored to death in no time.

its fair share of qualified candidates.
Long gone are the days where a
good education and work experience
will get you hired in no time.
This is because the competition
for most positions is fierce. An
infographic resume stands in stark
contrast to any other. It is impossible
to ignore, and quickly grabs the
attention of the viewer.
It straightaway tells recruiters that you
are that unique hire they are looking
for. This is the best thing a resume
can do for you, and is also the hardest
part of getting that interview.

Create Buzz on
Social Media
Businesses are using social
media to successfully sell
themselves to new customers.
Getting a dream job is no
different, and social media can
give you the big break you have
been waiting for. An online bio is
a great way of telling the world
what you are good at.
Sharing resumes on LinkedIn, Twitter, or
Facebook is the new trend. It can get you
noticed by many more recruiters than
simply emailing contacts and answering
ads.
In order to network effectively on social
media, you need to create engaging and
highly attractive content that is worth
sharing. Photos and videos work perfectly

Look Creative
It is a tough call for recruiters to know
exactly who you are by just going
through a resume. You may say all you
want about your talents and abilities.
Any seasoned HR manager knows
your words mean very little, if nothing
at all.
Most jobs require creative solutions,
so recruiters will be very interested
in someone who can think out of the
box.
An infographic resume demonstrates
your creative talents and design
ability. This can be useful in industries
where creativity is paramount, such as
advertising or graphic design.
Your resume becomes your first
sample, long before anyone looks
at your portfolio. This might be the
difference that gets you past more
qualified talent on the waiting list.

on social networks for this reason.
Infographic resumes use imagery and
text to tell your story. It is graphic and
very visual, and just the right fodder for
social media. Your contacts on LinkedIn
will be very impressed with your resume,
and more likely to connect or share it with
others.

BE BOLD
A traditional resume is clear evidence
that you are afraid to take that giant leap.
It is for those who want to blend in and
hide in the crowd. The current business
environment demands individuals willing
to take that bold step.
Employers need to know that you can
make decisive decisions and be a
trailblazer. The infographic resume is
trendy, new, bold, and unique. It shows
you are a leader who is not risk averse.
This can be especially important when
applying for a position of leadership and
responsibility.

Demonstrate Your Communication Skills
An infographic resume proves you have
great presentation and writing skills. This
is a great asset in most jobs, especially
where correspondence and contact with
clients is part of the job description.
It further showcases your talent as a savvy
marketer, who can go beyond the usual to
grab the attention of customers.

today’s technology driven market.
It says you understand new media tools
and how to use them. As a new and trendy
format, infographic s tells a potential
employer that you are willing to embrace
new ideas and adapt to change.

A normal resume has no such advantage.
It cannot go beyond flattering yourself with
Additionally, it shows off your branding and few lines of text buried somewhere in your
CV.
social media expertise, a valuable skill in

Tell a Better Story
A resume needs to make a compelling
case on your behalf. It is like the closing
argument in a trial. It has to sell your story
and leave a lasting impression, or the
resulting judgement may not be in your
favor.

better.
For example, the visuals in an infographic
make it easy to see the number of years
of your work experience, rather than
having to add them up as is necessary
with a normal CV.

A standard resume is highly restricted in
its usual format. There is so little you can
do to tell the recruiter about who you
really are.

Numbers and illustrations also show your
career progression more elaborately.
This makes it harder for an employer to
miss important information on your CV.
It cannot bring out your personality, drive, You can present your accomplishments
as statistics, for example returns on
or commitment to what you do. It is a
simple text with words everyone is tired of investment for clients, sales figures, or
growth rates.
hearing over and over again.
An infographic on the other hand is totally
different. It gives you creative space to
emphasize your talents and communicate

Graphics are worth so many words. Use
them to say much more than you can with
a one page resume.

Personalize Your Resume

This is the closest you can get to branding
yourself through your resume. Other
resumes only give you a choice of different
fonts, which is too little to make any
memorable impact.
Moreover, infographic resumes allow you
to go the extra mile by using the targeted
company’s colors, in order to create a
connection with the employer. This will
indicate that your resume was specifically
made for that job, and not a generic one

that is sent to all and sundry. Recruiters
will appreciate your effort and attention to
detail.

The bottom line
An infographic resume is a powerful tool
when designed correctly. It must have all
the bells and whistles in order to make
the right impact. As a trendy and new tool,
this type of resume is a godsend for those
vying for an opening in emerging sectors.
A lot of work goes into making an
infographic. A poorly done infographic can
be disastrous, and look much worse than
a bad traditional resume. Unless you are
a great graphic designer, it is advisable to
use professional help to create the perfect
resume.
An experienced designer can put together
all the right elements in the correct format
and balance. This will create a perfect and
highly appealing and resume.

“

“

Infographics give you an opportunity to
make your resume more personal through
the use of colors, fonts, shapes and
images.

An infographic resume is a
powerful too when designed
correctly.

BORED
AT
WORK?
HOW TO GET EXCITED
ABOUT YOUR JOB

AGAIN

D

o you remember how happy you were
about your job when you first acquired
the position? In all likelihood, some of
that excitement probably waned as your
daily tasks became just the same old routine.
Nowadays, it might even be a real challenge
to maintain your motivation at work.

Knowing how to stay interested and
motivated throughout the ups and downs of
your job can be one of the most helpful skills
you can have.

But what if you could feel that excitement all
over again?

1

TRY THESE TIPS TO INSPIRE YOU AT WORK:
FIND SOMETHING THAT SPARKS YOUR INTEREST
When you have an interest in something, you’re more likely to enjoy the time you
spend doing it. Do whatever’s necessary to peak your interest in a topic.
•For example, if the boss wants you to develop a brochure for a trade show, look at
other trade show brochures. See what the rest of the industry does with the project.

2

DISCOVER NEW KNOWLEDGE

Whenever you take in new information, you become more
skilled at what you’re doing. As your expertise grows, so
can your pay rate in your career, and that’s something
exciting you can look forward to!
•
To stay motivated, adapt a pattern of continuous
learning. When you find new information related to
your goals at work, your level of interest is successfully
cultivated. You’ll then be compelled to move forward in
your work.

3

LET YOUR CREATIVITY FLOW

4

Whenever you unleash your full power to
MAKE IT YOUR OWN
do your job, wonderful things can happen.
Creativity sparks your imagination to do
tasks in new ways and implement innovative On a new work assignment, do your
processes that make your job seem new best to come up with a finished
again.
product that you’ll be impressed
with. Put your own twist on it. Feel the
pride of doing an outstanding job
DECIDE YOU WANT TO BE THE MOST
and enjoy the resulting accolades.

5

EXCEPTIONAL WORKER AT YOUR PLACE
• Taking ownership of a job is a
OF BUSINESS

Strive to develop a name for yourself as the best
office worker, insurance agent, proofreader, or
whatever it is you do.

key to keeping your motivation
at an all-time high.

•
When you’re at the top of your game,
every work assignment that comes your way
allows you to show your stuff.

6

ASK FOR HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT
Seek assistance right away when you struggle
to move forward with a project. This way,
you’ll avoid generating feelings of annoyance,
frustration, and disappointment in your
performance.
•
Instead, you’ll say, “Wow, I see now” and
move forward with renewed interest in your
project.

7

EMBRACE YOUR WORK

View your job as an important priority in your life and keep your mind on your work
when you’re at the office. Recognize that your family’s existence depends on your
career.
•

Stay in touch with what you love at work and use it to maintain your motivation.

8

LET YOUR PAYCHECK INSPIRE YOU

The clear fact is that money motivates most of us. And
when you work, you get paid. Imagine the riches that
might come to you because of your high motivation for
doing your job.

Re-discover why you chose your career. Use these tips to inspire you and
pump up your motivation at work!

IS YOUR JOB STRESSING YOU OUT?

12 WAYS TO
DECOMPRESS

As you’ve probably discovered, your work can trigger all kinds of stress reactions.From
minor annoyances to heart attacks, on-the-job stress is a major cause of many mental
and physical ailments. Are you suffering the consequences of workplace stress?
Consider these questions:
•

Do you find yourself feeling annoyed with your supervisor or co-workers?

•

Have you been looking for excuses to be late to work or to stay home occasionally?

•

Do you get a stomach ache or headache within an hour after getting to work?

•
Are you having trouble focusing on a work project because your emotions are
wrought up over a work incident?
If you answered “Yes” to any one of these questions, you’re probably experiencing jobrelated stress. The good news is: if you’re proactive about managing your work stress
level, you’ll feel less wound up and enjoy more success at work.

TRY THESE STRATEGIES TO DEAL WITH JOB STRESS:

1

Remind yourself, “it’s just
work.”
There will be times you’ll have a
difference of opinion with your boss
or co-workers. Consider it creative
disagreement and move on.

work struggles. In nearly every
situation, it’s appropriate to ask for
help at work.

5

Establish your work priorities;
then methodically work to
complete your projects.

2

List your tasks in order of priority.
Start at the top of the list and work
down, crossing off tasks as you go.

3

• If you have any questions
whatsoever about which task
or project is more important to
complete first, proceed directly to
your supervisor and ask. Avoid excess
job stress by seeking guidance if you
need it.

Learn to recognize the things
you control at the office.
By the same token, let go of the
things you’re not able to control. Your
work life will become much lighter
and brighter when you acknowledge
both of these issues.

Work through “resolvable”
issues immediately.
Rather than let issues fester and
grow, if it’s within your power to
negotiate a resolution, do it as soon
as you can.

4

When you feel overwhelmed,
ask for assistance or guidance.
Everyone occasionally experiences

6

Silently review all the reasons
you do the work you do.
Re-connect emotionally with all the
positives you love about work. These
realities about your career are far
more important than the things that
stress you.

7

8

9

Vow to avoid drama at
work.

10

Soothe yourself after you
arrive home.

Refrain from allowing yourself to
generate too many feelings about
work. After all, it’s business. It’s best
to use tact, neutrality, and diplomacy
when dealing with co-workers. Your
chances of experiencing work stress
will be vastly reduced.

Snuggle up in your blanket on the
sofa and read your novel for a bit.
Call your brother or a friend to
chat. When you soothe yourself,
you’re showing you know how to
take care of your own troublesome
feelings.

Take a brisk 15 minute walk
when you get home.

11

Journal your feelings about
work.

12

Practice yoga or meditation
to de-stress.

There’s nothing like a walk to clear
out the stress from your work day.
Tell yourself that by the time you
get back home, you’ll be thinking
about what you’ll have for dinner.
Walking after work is a great habit
to develop for so many reasons.

Use visual imagery techniques
to let go of minor annoyances
and frustrations.

Imagine your stress is a big red ball.
You throw it into the ocean and
watch it bob away on the waves. Say
“good-bye” as the ball is completely
submerged far in the distance.

When you write down your
irritations and sources of stress,
you can psychologically release the
negative feelings you experience.

The eastern philosophies of yoga
and meditation soothe the souls of
millions of people the world over.
You’ll be surprised at how effective
these methods are at eliminating
your stress and keeping you more
centered and relaxed.

Work stress is an unfortunate result of the human condition. Everyone deals with it
from time to time. Practice these methods to remain optimistic and keep your work
stress at manageable levels. You’ll re-discover the passion you have for your career!

